Host SM_James says:
Summary: Claymore dives further into the strategic weeds, whether it wants to or not. Melynche becomes the subject of many questions and doesn't stick around to provide answers. Stevens suffers another temporal attack, and this time, Claymore suffers with her. Warning shot, or predictive event? Only the dice know, and they're not talking.

Star Trek: A Call to Duty is proud to present the USS Claymore in: "Reflection"

Episode 9: "Mirror Mirror..." (12207.23)

=/\= BEGIN MISSION =/\=

Host CO_Capt_Damrok says:
::Standing in front of his chair on the bridge, waiting for any news to come back to him from other parts of the ship::
OPS_LtJG_Fong says:
::boosts power to internal structural integrity fields on decks three through five, while tracking the epicenter of the event by looking at the closest systems that are having problems::
Host SM_James says:
ACTION: The bulkhead in sickbay creeks warningly, nearly bent over top of where Deveraux is sprawled. Her impact against it seems to have forced it to give slightly.
CSO_LtJG_Simmons says:
::Her combadge goes off as she and T’alin are standing in their quarters.::
TO_CPO_Talya_Singh says:
:: On the bridge at tactical station, talking to her people as there is an explosion on sensors and damage reports start to pour in::
Host CIV_LtCmdr_Raeyld says:
::Woken from the sounds and feelings of the explosion nearby, she jumps to her feet from the couch in her quarters, grabbing a bag from beside the door on her way out into the corridor across from the CMO's office::
OPS_LtJG_Fong says:
<OPS2_Ens_Deveraux> ::heard something go *POP* in her newly repaired ear just before she was flung across the room into a bulkhead and once again knew darkness::
CSO_LtJG_Simmons says:
<SO_Lt_Tanis> *CSO*: You need to get to sickbay, we had another incident.  Message me from a PADD on your way down and I'll send you all the information I've been able to gather on it.
CNS_LtJG_Iza says:
::finds herself stumbling slightly while leaving her office, after feeling the explosion's shockwave curse through her body:: Self: What now...? ::shakes her head, straightens, and runs the few meters toward sickbay::
Host CIV_LtCmdr_Raeyld says:
::Hits her combadge:: *Bridge*: Raeyld to bridge. Something's...happened, in sickbay. I'm on deck 4, investigating.  ::Presses a hand to the CMO's office door, checking for heat::
TO_CPO_Talya_Singh says:
:: the sound of another alarm has her reading quickly through the data::  CO:  Captain, I have lost Dr. Stevens from sensors.
CMO_Lt_Stevens says:
::Stevens taps her combadge as she races over towards Deveraux:: *Bridge*: Stevens to Bridge, we've had a bulkhead collapse in sickbay, I need engineering assistance ASAP!
Host CO_Capt_Damrok says:
*CIV*:  We're aware, Commander.  There is structural damage – I advise you remain away from the area until we've had a chance to try to transport anyone who was inside sickbay.  ::References his PADD::
Host CO_Capt_Damrok says:
::Turns toward tactical:: CPO:  Lost?
CSO_LtJG_Simmons says:
*SO_Lt_Tanis*: On my way.  ::Grabs a PADD and messages Tanis from it, waiting to receive her information.:: FCO: I'm  somehow betting that you'll be needed too.  ::Gives him a quick kiss on the cheek before heading out to the TL::
Host SM_James says:
ACTION: There is a loud snap, a squeal, and a crash as the bulkhead gives the rest of the way up. Somehow, it falls away from Deveraux rather than on top of her.
TO_CPO_Talya_Singh says:
CO:  Yes, Sir.  She is no longer aboard the ship.  I have been keeping a monitor on her.
CMO_Lt_Stevens says:
::Stevens slides over to Deveraux and drags her out of the way:: Sickbay: I need a nurse, STAT!
TO_CPO_Talya_Singh says:
:: Narrows her eyes::  CO:  The doctor is back, Sir.
CNS_LtJG_Iza says:
::reaches Raeyld and blinks several times before speaking up as she hears or maybe she feels the bulkhead collapse next door:: CIV: Is it me or is something wrong?
Host CO_Capt_Damrok says:
::Rubs the indentation on his forehead a few times with his right hand::  CPO:  Good.  Lifesigns nominal?
CSO_LtJG_Simmons says:
::Looking over the information.  Tanis rans the temporal resonance scan, biometric scans on the CMO, magnetic resonance scans of the area of sickbay.  Quantum scans, so many different things.  She tries to read through them quickly as she rounds the corner::
OPS_LtJG_Fong says:
::waits for a moment:: *CMO*: Engineering assistance is on hold. Standby for emergency evacuation beamouts.
TO_CPO_Talya_Singh says:
<Tac Ens Joy Senezem>  :: arrives at medical::
Host CIV_LtCmdr_Raeyld says:
::Clenches her jaw slightly:: *CO*: Understood. Please let me know as soon as I have clearance to go in.  ::Clenches her fists slightly:: CNS: There's been structural damage inside sickbay. They...don't want us to go in until they determine it's safe, or at least attempt to beam out those who are inside.
CMO_Lt_Stevens says:
*OPS* Now, if not sooner please, bulkhead is continuing to degrade!
TO_CPO_Talya_Singh says:
:: after a moment::  CO:  It appears so.
Host CIV_LtCmdr_Raeyld says:
Computer: Emergency medical override, CMO's door.  ::Glances to Iza:: CNS: Don't have to go in to look through a door.
Host CO_Capt_Damrok says:
::Nods toward Singh, then turns to listen in more closely as Fong works::
Host SM_James says:
<Computer> CIV: Medical authorization required.
CSO_LtJG_Simmons says:
::Arrives at sickbay and attempts to go in.::
TO_CPO_Talya_Singh says:
<Tac Ens Joy Senezem>  :: looks at the two officers, waiting for further instructions.::
OPS_LtJG_Fong says:
::locks onto life signs in sickbay, beaming them into the largest accessible area, cargo bay one, then sets an emergency forcefield around sickbay::
CSO_LtJG_Simmons says:
::Slips her PADD under her arm and pulls out her tricorder to run some spatial scans of her own.::
CNS_LtJG_Iza says:
CIV: Perks of the rank, I suppose? ::as she tries to peer inside:: Was that a transport beam?
TO_CPO_Talya_Singh says:
:: runs a scan of the area, checking for any anomalies::
OPS_LtJG_Fong says:
*CIV*: Medical is being transported to cargo bay one.  Mobile holographic sickbay setup also in cargo bay one.
Host SM_James says:
ACTION: Stevens, Deveraux, and everyone else in sickbay are extracted, deposited in cargo bay one.
Host CIV_LtCmdr_Raeyld says:
::Slaps her temple lightly:: Computer: Belay that. Emergency command override, CMO's door.
Host SM_James says:
ACTION: The door to the CMO's office opens obediently.
CMO_Lt_Stevens says:
::Stevens looks around at the cargo bay, doing a quick head count:: All: It looks like we're all here. ::Stevens flips opens her tricorder and starts scanning Deveraux::
Host CO_Capt_Damrok says:
OPS:  What are you seeing for structural integrity?  Any danger to decks above or below?  ::References the internal scans on his PADD::
TO_CPO_Talya_Singh says:
*Tac Ens Joy Senezem*:  Everyone has been beamed to the cargo bay.  I will send a team there.  Wait for further instructions to begin an investigation of what happened.
CSO_LtJG_Simmons says:
::Steps in with the CIV and her tricorder goes nuts with off the chart readings.::
OPS_LtJG_Fong says:
<OPS2_Ens_Deveraux> ::moves slightly feeling like the entire ship landed on her.:: Aloud: Remind me to stop doing this.
Host CIV_LtCmdr_Raeyld says:
*OPS*: Understood. Do they have sufficient medical coverage?
CSO_LtJG_Simmons says:
::Pauses for a moment looking off the astronomical readings.::  *CMO*: Doctor Stevens ::Uses her proper designation only because she's not sure who else is around listening.::
Host CIV_LtCmdr_Raeyld says:
::Has to take a moment to stop herself from simply going to the injured people, instead waiting to do something slightly more appropriate to her actual role:: CSO: Doctor...go no further until we have clearance to safely enter.
TO_CPO_Talya_Singh says:
<Tac Ens Joy Senezem>  :: acknowledging Singh, she follows the group who had slipped ahead of them.  She made a mental note this needed to be discussed later.::
CMO_Lt_Stevens says:
*CSO*: Stevens here, go ahead
CSO_LtJG_Simmons says:
*CMO*: Where are you?
OPS_LtJG_Fong says:
*CMO*: Transport shows successful.  The Emergency Holographic Sickbay should be in cargo crate fourteen in the cargo bay.  If you need setup assistance, Deveraux is trained, or we can get someone to you.

CNS_LtJG_Iza says:
::appears tempted to enter the CMO's office after CIV and CSO but that feels totally wrong at this time. Candelaria fingers the crystal hanging from her neck:: CIV: I'm off to cargo bay ::turns around not waiting for an answer::
CMO_Lt_Stevens says:
*CSO*: Cargo bay, currently
Host CIV_LtCmdr_Raeyld says:
CNS: Understood.
CSO_LtJG_Simmons says:
*CMO*: I'm on my way, but I'll need to talk when I get there.
OPS_LtJG_Fong says:
CO: We'll have to get a detailed scan of the deck and figure out why it failed, but as of this moment the damage seems localized.
CSO_LtJG_Simmons says:
::Steps out of Sickbay and heads for the TL at a jog.::
Host CO_Capt_Damrok says:
OPS:  Evacuate deck four only?
CNS_LtJG_Iza says:
::rushes to the turbolift and enters, but as she turns she holds the door open for the CSO:: CSO: Cargo bay?
CSO_LtJG_Simmons says:
::Nods:: CNS: Yes.  Thank you.
CNS_LtJG_Iza says:
TL: Cargo bay 1.
CMO_Lt_Stevens says:
OPS2: We should make a habit of meeting up outside my office I thought. Maybe the carbo wasn't the best idea in retrospect though. How's the ear feeling?
OPS_LtJG_Fong says:
::nods and sends a non-emergency evacuation order to the primary science labs, CNS's office, and the quarters located on deck four.:: CO: Orders underway.
CNS_LtJG_Iza says:
::rubs her sternum, just behind the quartz crystal, and takes a few breaths. It still feels like something went through her body, and it probably did::
OPS_LtJG_Fong says:
<OPS2_Ens_Deveraux> ::blinks a few more times and rolls over surprised to see the CMO, and her lips moving:: CMO: Oh...what?
TO_CPO_Talya_Singh says:
<Tac PO1 Nomalanga Sarpong> ::shows up at the cargo bay, steeping inside to get an idea of where things stand... not to mention who was there.::
CSO_LtJG_Simmons says:
CNS: Are you okay?  ::Opens her tricorder to scan the woman with her.::
Host CO_Capt_Damrok says:
::Nods once, then decides to reinforce the message, tapping a button on his PADD::  *Shipwide*:  All hands, this is the captain.  Deck four is to be evacuated immediately and until further notice.  Turbolifts will be rerouted away from damaged areas.  Please proceed to the outer sections of deck four for evacuation.
Host SM_James says:
<CNS_LtJG_Jervase> ::wraps up with a patient in his office as the order comes in, and just shakes his head:: Self: Always something. ::makes a few extra notes as she leaves::
TO_CPO_Talya_Singh says:
<Sec PO3 Jinhai Lu>  :: arrives at sickbay::  CPO Talya Singh:  I really don't mind practice, but I could do without this much.

CMO_Lt_Stevens says:
::Stevens smiles and puts a hand on Deveraux to keep her down and shakes her head softly before turning towards a nurse, trying to hide her mouth:: Nurse: We have at least four broken ribs and, based on her remarks, hearing damage. I need a cot or something to get her off the ground.
Host CIV_LtCmdr_Raeyld says:
::Draws a quick breath and blows it out between pursed lips...then makes for the nearest turbolift::
CNS_LtJG_Iza says:
::smiles shyly:: CSO: I felt the explosion. Didn't you?
FCO_SubLt_T’alin says:
::arrives on the bridge and heads to helm ::
FCO_SubLt_T’alin says:
HLM: It's about time anyways for my watch, status? 
CSO_LtJG_Simmons says:
CNS: I felt the shudder from my quarters, but nothing so much as really feeling the explosion personally.
CSO_LtJG_Simmons says:
::As the TL stops, she heads off toward the cargo bay.::
CNS_LtJG_Iza says:
CSO: ::shakes head, and curls bounce:: No, I felt it as in... inside of me. Not just heard it or felt the deck shaking and quaking.
FCO_SubLt_T’alin says:
<HLM_LtJG_Lawrence> FCO: No impacts to flight systems or nav sensors, she's all yours.  Treat her nicely. 
Host CIV_LtCmdr_Raeyld says:
*CO*: Captain, would you prefer I report to the bridge or cargo bay?
OPS_LtJG_Fong says:
::frowns at the lack of reply:: *OPS3* Get down to CB1 and set up the holosickbay.
FCO_SubLt_T’alin says:
:: takes over at helm ::
CSO_LtJG_Simmons says:
::Stops and holds a hand out to stop the CNS:: CNS: Stand still for a moment for me, please.
Host CO_Capt_Damrok says:
*CIV*:  It seems as though the holosickbay is getting set up in cargo bay one.  I would suggest you check in there, just in case, then report to the bridge.
OPS_LtJG_Fong says:
CO: Should I request clearance to undock and move to safe distance?
CMO_Lt_Stevens says:
::Stevens dials her hypospray and gives Deveraux a quick jab before grabbing her hand and giving it a quick squeeze::
Host CO_Capt_Damrok says:
::Nods::  OPS:  Yes, I was just thinking along those lines.  Check in with DS3 flight control, see what they want us to do under the circumstances.
OPS_LtJG_Fong says:
<OPS3_CPO_Cawney> ::rolls out of bed, into a pair of boots.  She is dressed before she hits the door. and heading for the turbolift::
CNS_LtJG_Iza says:
::stands still and allows herself to be scanned::
TO_CPO_Talya_Singh says:
<Tac Ens Joy Senezem> CPO Talya Singh:  Ma'am, does leaving apply to us?
OPS_LtJG_Fong says:
::Starts working on contacting DS3 Flight Control::

Host CIV_LtCmdr_Raeyld says:
*CO*: Understood. ::Enters the turbolift and orders the appropriate cargo bay::
TO_CPO_Talya_Singh says:
CO:  Captain, shall me people begin their investigation or do you also want them off deck four?
OPS_LtJG_Fong says:
::sends a signal to engineering to start warming up the generators and warp core.::
Host CO_Capt_Damrok says:
CPO:  Let's get everyone out until we can confirm the area is safe and put together a team.  Science, operations, and engineering will all need to be in on this.
CSO_LtJG_Simmons says:
<aCEO_Ens_Xi'Bray> ::Receives the message from Fong and begins to get the warp core ready to go.::
TO_CPO_Talya_Singh says:
CO:  Aye, sir.
CSO_LtJG_Simmons says:
::Nods:: CNS: Looks like you're clear for the moment.  For which I'm glad.
TO_CPO_Talya_Singh says:
*Tac Ens Joy Senezem* : Have your people assist with evacuation of deck four.  I will send down more people.
CNS_LtJG_Iza says:
::smiles:: CSO: I guess it's good to know. After you?
CSO_LtJG_Simmons says:
::Starts off at a jog again, arriving in the cargo bay not long after.::
TO_CPO_Talya_Singh says:
*CMO*:  Ma'am, I am leaving Tac PO1 Nomalanga Sarpong with you as needed.  Unless you need my other officers, they will be leaving the area.
OPS_LtJG_Fong says:
<OPS3_CPO_Cawney> ::steps into the chaos of the cargo bay and sighs, she moves to one of the crates, about the size of a small vehicle.  She taps an access code into a panel and it slides out showing a black and yellow grid and a large selection of controls.  She starts deploying holographic biobeds and sending them towards groups of people.::
CSO_LtJG_Simmons says:
::Begins looking around for the CMO.  Calls out.:: CMO: Doctor Stevens?  ::Her eyes sweep across the room.::
CMO_Lt_Stevens says:
*TO*: We should be fine.
CNS_LtJG_Iza says:
::enters the cargo bay after Simmons and looks around the temporary setup as the operations officers are working on it::
CMO_Lt_Stevens says:
::Stevens continues to move the tricorder over Deveraux body:: CSO: Over here
CSO_LtJG_Simmons says:
::Turns her head as she hears Stevens and then heads that direction.::
CSO_LtJG_Simmons says:
::Upon seeing the doctor, she heads her direction.  Pulling out her tricorder, she begins to take scans.::
TO_CPO_Talya_Singh says:
<Tac PO1 Nomalanga Sarpong> :: at the doctor’s response, she sends the others off before taking a stance at the cargo doors, keeping an eye on things.::
OPS_LtJG_Fong says:
CO: We have clearance and discretion on undock and departure.

Host CIV_LtCmdr_Raeyld says:
::Exits the turbolift and strides into cargo bay one, looking for the ranking officer present...thus far, seeing Stevens::
Host CO_Capt_Damrok says:
::Looks back to his PADD::  OPS:  More latitude than I was expecting.
Host CIV_LtCmdr_Raeyld says:
::Approaches Stevens:: CMO: Doctor...what is your status? And that of the others from sickbay? What happened?
OPS_LtJG_Fong says:
<OPS3_CPO_Cawney> ::starts the holosystems transfer to ship power rather than battery, while still working on providing all the amenities of sickbay to those visiting the cargo bay::
Host CO_Capt_Damrok says:
*Shipwide*:  All hands, prepare for undocking procedures and return to shipboard power.
Host CO_Capt_Damrok says:
::Has a seat, though he is not particularly inclined to sit at the moment::
CSO_LtJG_Simmons says:
::Standing Opposite the CIV:: CIV: I think I can answer that, but the three of us should probably talk privately.
FCO_SubLt_T’alin says:
CO: Ready on order, Captain.
Host CIV_LtCmdr_Raeyld says:
CMO/CSO: Can Lieutenant Iza manage things here while we talk?
CMO_Lt_Stevens says:
::Stevens sets her tricorder down and reaching into a nearby bag left by a nurse for a splint:: CIV/CSO: I'm uninjured, most of my nurses are as well. Some have minor injuries and are being treated. Deveraux has broken ribs and has lost hearing, still accessing if temporary.
OPS_LtJG_Fong says:
CO: Engineering reports generators online warp power will be another thirty minutes minimum.
Host CO_Capt_Damrok says:
OPS/FCO:  Begin undocking procedures.  FCO:  Mr. T'alin, get us beyond the outer marker as soon as the engines are warmed up and we're clear.  We'll hold there for the sake of the station's safety in case this should happen again.
CSO_LtJG_Simmons says:
CIV/CMO: I don't think we can wait very long to talk.  Speed is important.
Host CO_Capt_Damrok says:
OPS:  Acknowledged.  Please inform them that warp drive is not a priority at this time.
OPS_LtJG_Fong says:
CO: Understood.  Reducing power to non-critical systems
CMO_Lt_Stevens says:
::Stevens grits her teeth as she continues to apply a splint to Deveraux's leg but doesn't answer Simmons directly::
TO_CPO_Talya_Singh says:
<Tac Ens Joy Senezem>  :: with the rest her team, the clear the deck, pausing at doors to make sure the rooms were empty before sealing the doors.::
CNS_LtJG_Iza says:
::walks to the CMO and CSO, and the prone figure:: CMO: If I can be of assistance, please let me know?
CNS_LtJG_Iza says:
::winces as if in pain as Deveraux's leg is fixed::
CMO_Lt_Stevens says:
CNS: What's your medical training level? ::Stevens finishes the splint and dives back into the medical bag::
OPS_LtJG_Fong says:
<OPS2_Ens_Deveraux> ::can see lips moving and blinks some more, speaking louder than needed now:: Aloud: Pressure changed in sickbay...something popped.
CSO_LtJG_Simmons says:
CIV/CMO: I can talk with the CIV alone, but you will want to hear what I have to say.
TO_CPO_Talya_Singh says:
<Tac PO1 Nomalanga Sarpong> ::Watches the group::
FCO_SubLt_T’alin says:
 CO: Understood.  OPS: Let me know when we are ready and we have mooring clamp control released.
Host CIV_LtCmdr_Raeyld says:
::Clenches her teeth slightly:: CMO: Doctor...Lieutenant Iza can finish. I think we need to talk.... ::Rests a hand lightly on Steven's forearm::
Host CO_Capt_Damrok says:
::Doesn't want to interrupt Fong at the moment, but wants to start setting up the team:: OPS:  Mr. Fong, will you want a look at the damage yourself, or do you have someone you want to send once we're at station keeping?  ::Taps at his PADD a few times, starting to make notes::
OPS_LtJG_Fong says:
<OPS3_CPO_Cawney> ::slides a biobed up from under the floor, lifting Deveraux:: CMO/CNS: Almost any tool needed the holosickbay can probably manage it.
Host SM_James says:
ACTION: Stevens briefly fades entirely from view, and Raeyld is thrown back several feet. Stevens reappears, as though nothing happened, less than a second later. She reappears as Raeyld lands.
CMO_Lt_Stevens says:
::Stevens flinches slightly and stops at the touch, closing her eyes for a moment:: CIV/CSO: Very well. ::Stevens hands the tricorder over to Iza:: CNS: Start with the ribs, her lungs aren't punctured yet but it could just be a matter of...time...?
CSO_LtJG_Simmons says:
Outloud: DAMN IT!  This was what I was talking about!  CMO: Kaylee, NOW.  ::heads over to check on Raeyld.::
CMO_Lt_Stevens says:
::Stevens looks around, frozen for a moment:: CSO: Right away....
OPS_LtJG_Fong says:
::checks power levels:: FCO: We should be good on power, be gentle. ::Signals DS3 to release docking clamps and umbilical.::
CSO_LtJG_Simmons says:
::Pulls out her tricorder and scans the CIV::
Host CIV_LtCmdr_Raeyld says:
::Coughs slightly as the wind is knocked out of her from the blow of her back to the deck, and shakes her head a little, getting the room to get stationary once more::
TO_CPO_Talya_Singh says:
CO:  Captain, I lost the doc... ummm... never mind?  She has returned.
CMO_Lt_Stevens says:
CIV: I'm...I'm sorry...are you okay?
CSO_LtJG_Simmons says:
CIV: Can you stand?
Host CIV_LtCmdr_Raeyld says:
::Props herself up on her elbows, but no further for the moment, and blinks a bit:: Self: Ooookay. Keep hands to self again. Got it.
CNS_LtJG_Iza says:
CMO: I started in medical sciences before I changed my mind and went into psychology.
TO_CPO_Talya_Singh says:
<Tac PO1 Nomalanga Sarpong> :: moves forward to assist only to pause to wait for her help::
CSO_LtJG_Simmons says:
::Offers the CIV her hand::
OPS_LtJG_Fong says:
<OPS3_CPO_Cawney> :: Is also pushed away from the officers but mostly just wants to avoid all the pips::
Host SM_James says:
ACTION: DS3 preemptively releases the moorings, indicating Claymore is free to depart.
Host CIV_LtCmdr_Raeyld says:
::Nods to Stevens and Simmons, and carefully pulls herself back up to her feet, accepting Simmons' offered hand for stability...after a moment of hesitation:: CSO: ...Thank you, Doctor.
Host CO_Capt_Damrok says:
::Half-frowns, sitting a bit more upright and turning slightly in his seat toward tactical::  CPO:  Could it simply be a glitch in the software or hardware we're using to keep tabs on her, or is something else going on?
FCO_SubLt_T’alin says:
CO: Clamps released, taking her out with maneuvering thrusters.
Host CO_Capt_Damrok says:
::As an aside, staying focused on Singh::  FCO:  Acknowledged.
Host CIV_LtCmdr_Raeyld says:
::Once on her feet, taps her combadge:: *Bridge*: Bridge, just a note that Doctor Stevens faded from view temporarily again. She's with us now, but... ::Looks from Simmons to Stevens:: ...I may have more for you shortly.
TO_CPO_Talya_Singh says:
<Tac PO1 Nomalanga Sarpong> *CPO Talya Singh*: Ma'am, the doctor faded from view briefly.  When she did, Commander Raeyld was thrown a few feet backwards.  She then reappeared not more than a breath later... almost before the Commander landed.
OPS_LtJG_Fong says:
::nods to the FCO:: FCO: Forwarding flight path to DS3 flight control.
CSO_LtJG_Simmons says:
::Walking to the side and speaking quietly.:: CIV/CMO: I am reading temporal readings associated with the Kethran around Doctor Stevens. Each one is getting worse and its effects are cumulative.  Kaylee is now out of phase with the rest of us.
Host CO_Capt_Damrok says:
::Closes his eyes briefly, then taps his combadge to respond::  *CIV*:  Understood, Doctor.  We read the same.  If you have anything else to pass along, let us know.
TO_CPO_Talya_Singh says:
:: looks over at the captain as he receives a report from Commander Raeyld... she did not need to answer his question.::
CMO_Lt_Stevens says:
::Stevens' demeanor has changed from assertive to subdued::
OPS_LtJG_Fong says:
<OPS2_Ens_Deveraux> ::points at the CMO and loudly speaks:: Aloud: That is what happened.  ::She looks confused a moment and tries covering one ear then the other while making quiet noises...or rather that was her plan until she moved her arm and felt the pain radiating from her chest::
Host CO_Capt_Damrok says:
CPO:  Thank you, Chief.  Continue to monitor the situation.  ::Aims himself more forward in his seat::
Host CIV_LtCmdr_Raeyld says:
::Rubs the bridge of her nose briefly:: CSO: What can we do to counteract it?
TO_CPO_Talya_Singh says:
:: nods her head as she checks in on the status of evacuation of deck four::
CMO_Lt_Stevens says:
::Stevens does her best to stay close enough to be respectful but as far from everyone as possible::
CSO_LtJG_Simmons says:
CIV: I'm not yet sure how to counteract this type of temporal signature.  CMO: When we encountered the Kethran, did you experience anything then that might have set these off?
CSO_LtJG_Simmons says:
CIV/CMO: The problem is if we leave her here on the Claymore and we don't figure out what's going on with her. ::Sighs:: If I don't figure out what's going on with her, we could have an even bigger incident.  I'm suggesting that Kaylee and I take a shuttle some distance from the ship.
CNS_LtJG_Iza says:
::feels terribly out of her depth at the conversations around her but approaches the ensign, mimicking her pained expression:: OPS2: Maybe you shouldn't move so much, the doctor wasn't finished fixing you.
OPS_LtJG_Fong says:
CO: As to sickbay I'll take a look once we are stationary, figure out who is necessary.
FCO_SubLt_T’alin says:
:: once Claymore is clear of pylons rotates her and heads to nav point full thrusters:: CO: Avoiding impulse for now but headed to Nav point at full thrusters.
OPS_LtJG_Fong says:
<OPS2_Ens_Deveraux> ::doesn't visibly react to the medical officer's approach::
CMO_Lt_Stevens says:
::Stevens shakes her head:: CSO: I spent most of my time patching up crew. I never left the ship, that I remember. The closest I got to anything like this was during... :: Stevens looks at Raeyld and trails off before glancing at the floor and then continuing:: CSO: ...when I was near cargo bay....
CSO_LtJG_Simmons says:
CMO: What happened near the cargo bay?
Host CO_Capt_Damrok says:
FCO/OPS:  Understood.  ::Sits back against the back of his seat once more::
TO_CPO_Talya_Singh says:
CO:  My people are continuing to check and secure rooms as the collect what scans they can.  This will take a couple of hours, unless you just want them to make sure the area is cleared via tricorders.
CMO_Lt_Stevens says:
::Stevens glances at Raeyld for a second:: CSO: Kethran attacked the soldiers guarding the door. I drew my knife and slashed at one, drawing a small amount of blood before rushing back to sickbay with the guard and the other tactical officers who were still alive.
CSO_LtJG_Simmons says:
CMO: Did its blood get on you?
CMO_Lt_Stevens says:
CSO: I honestly do not remember, but it's likely.
CSO_LtJG_Simmons says:
CIV: I still recommend that Lieutenant Stevens and I take a shuttle and head a distance from the Claymore until I get this figured out.  That would mean that only she and I are at risk.
Host CIV_LtCmdr_Raeyld says:
::Glances to Simmons:: CSO: Perhaps we should be running more tests – both biological and astrophysical? Some kind of contamination?
TO_CPO_Talya_Singh says:
<Tac PO1 Nomalanga Sarpong> ::looks at the counselor::
Host CIV_LtCmdr_Raeyld says:
::Frowns slightly:: CSO/CMO: Have there been any incidents that did not involve physical contact, like when I touched the doctor's arm a moment ago?

Host CO_Capt_Damrok says:
CPO:  With the possibility for anomalous interference, I'm not sure I trust scans to the degree I might normally.  Have them continue to sweep.
Host SM_James says:
Info: Claymore will reach nav point in 1.5 minutes at current speed.
OPS_LtJG_Fong says:
<OS1_Ens_Litoll> ::steps onto the bridge at a signal from Fong and moves to relieve him.::
OPS_LtJG_Fong says:
::nods to Littoll and stands then heads for the turbolift::
CNS_LtJG_Iza says:
::feels looked at and meets the dark-skinned woman's eyes:: TAC: ::whispers:: I had nothing to do with the blood. Or the knife.
CSO_LtJG_Simmons says:
CIV: I plan on it and accessing the data I got from the Kethran autopsy, but I still think we should do it in the shuttle.  And there have not, but the effects are cumulative.  The next time, it will likely blow out entire bulkheads even a section away.  The longer we wait, the worse this gets.
TO_CPO_Talya_Singh says:
:: nods her head, not contacting the team.::
TO_CPO_Talya_Singh says:
<Tac PO1 Nomalanga Sarpong> :: tilts her head as she looks at the counselor::  CNS:  Of course not.
OPS_LtJG_Fong says:
::taps the command for deck four and waits::
Host CIV_LtCmdr_Raeyld says:
CSO: I'll bring your plan to Captain Damrok, but I'm inclined to recommend Doctor Stevens been kept it full quarantine here aboard the Claymore instead. If we mitigate the chances of triggering an event, we protect both ourselves and Doctor Stevens...quite a bit more than leaving her and you in a shuttlecraft in the middle of space.
CNS_LtJG_Iza says:
::nods sagely:: TAC: Stabbing people is bad for the soul. I don't recommend it unless in the direst of circumstances.
CSO_LtJG_Simmons says:
CIV: I don't think you understand the effects that she is experiencing.  Quarantine isn't likely to do much.  Even forcefields may not do anything but get shorted out.
Host CIV_LtCmdr_Raeyld says:
CSO: Then write up the details and send them to the command staff.
TO_CPO_Talya_Singh says:
<Tac PO1 Nomalanga Sarpong> :: raises one very white eyebrow and slowly nods her head... this is the first time she had met the counselor beyond a moment in passing::
OPS_LtJG_Fong says:
::stops at a damage control locker on deck 4 before heading to sickbay.  He pulls out an emergency rebreather, and a tricorder along with a physical marking device. He moves to the door to sickbay::
CSO_LtJG_Simmons says:
CIV: The longer we wait, the more dangerous this gets.  I'm not overplaying this.
TO_CPO_Talya_Singh says:
CO:  Captain, sensors recorded nothing before or after the doctor’s brief disappearances other than the disappearances themselves.
CNS_LtJG_Iza says:
::feeling glad her point got across the tactical officer, she grabs a tricorder and the peripheral device, then starts scanning Deveraux::
Host CO_Capt_Damrok says:
::Inaudibly sighs::  CPO:  I see.  Keep working this angle to the best of your ability.

TO_CPO_Talya_Singh says:
CO: Aye, sir.
TO_CPO_Talya_Singh says:
:: wonders how her chief is doing at the penal colony::
OPS_LtJG_Fong says:
<OPS2_Ens_Deveraux> ::looks at the unfamiliar lieutenant for a long moment, her face a bit scrunched in confusion::
Host CIV_LtCmdr_Raeyld says:
::Does her best to remain calm, but her voice takes on a slight edge:: CSO: I never implied you were, Doctor. But I will not recommend abandoning you or Kaylee in space without an extremely good reason, and this as it stands does not pass my bar.
CMO_Lt_Stevens says:
::Mumbling slightly under her breath but not quiet enough to not be heard:: CIV/CSO: No need for Simmons to come, I can fly it well enough once it's in space
OPS_LtJG_Fong says:
::moves into sickbay, overriding the forcefield for long enough to step in.  It is weird to hear it silent, and for a moment the Ferengi's hand rests on a biobed, then he moves towards the obvious signs of damage, tricorder out.::
CSO_LtJG_Simmons says:
CIV: Then until I can get this report written up where is the most isolated area of the ship.  Slap us in it and put a forcefield around it.  I can do my research from there.  CMO: I need to be near you to monitor you and in case any tests need to be run.  Besides, having a medical doctor handy can't hurt.
CMO_Lt_Stevens says:
::Stevens nods to Simmons::
Host CIV_LtCmdr_Raeyld says:
::Looks around the cargo bay a moment, then his her combadge:: *OPS*: Raeyld to Fong.
CNS_LtJG_Iza says:
::ignores Devereaux's confused face:: OPS2: Where does it hurt the most? Because it feels like it hurts in a number of places.
OPS_LtJG_Fong says:
::runs the damage marker around the outline of the bulkhead, the physical mark giving him a line to check if it was growing. He spotted blood on the bulkhead and floor and wondered who's it was. The tricorder blipped and beeped as  he marked damaged lines and sub-frame.:: *CO*: Early assessment puts repair time at ninety minutes.
OPS_LtJG_Fong says:
<OPS2_Ens_Deveraux> ::stares at the CNS's lips.  One of many traits she'd picked up over the years was lip reading, which was coming in very handy suddenly. Speaking loudly:: CNS: Head hurts, breathing hurts. moving hurts....can't hear you.
Host CO_Capt_Damrok says:
*OPS*:  Understood.  How many people do you need?
OPS_LtJG_Fong says:
::blinks to himself:: *CIV* Go for Fong.
OPS_LtJG_Fong says:
::mutters slightly:: *CO*: I'll pull two DC teams into this. Unless you want to minimize risk then I can do it myself. It'll just take longer.
Host CIV_LtCmdr_Raeyld says:
*OPS*: We need to semi-isolate Doctors Stevens and Simmons. What is the most remote/isolated part of the ship that's distanced from critical systems, that can be made habitable within the hour?
CNS_LtJG_Iza says:
::nods and enunciates carefully as she changes the tricorder for a regenerator:: OPS2: I'll start with your ribs then, because breathing shouldn't hurt.

OPS_LtJG_Fong says:
::responds without thinking about it since he's holding two conversations:: *CIV*: Flight deck should give largest clear area. If we want to truly isolate we could probably put them in a shuttle in a tractor field in the flight deck.
CSO_LtJG_Simmons says:
::Listening in to the conversation.:: CIV: That way if I have any warning, we can leave the ship and hopefully you all will still be safe.  CMO: Let's get going, Kaylee.  The sooner we get there, the sooner we can get started.
Host CIV_LtCmdr_Raeyld says:
*OPS*: Perfect. Will you have someone start that? They're on their way. I'll speak with the captain.
CMO_Lt_Stevens says:
::Stevens looks at Raeyld with a faint smile and follows Simmons::
OPS_LtJG_Fong says:
*CIV*: OPS is a bit thin at the moment. Could you check with Flight?
TO_CPO_Talya_Singh says:
<Sec PO3 Jinhai Lu> ::sealing the next door:: Sec PO3 Jinhai Lu: Can I change my thoughts on too much explosives?  This is going to take forever at this rate.
Host CIV_LtCmdr_Raeyld says:
*OPS*: Will do. Raeyld out.
TO_CPO_Talya_Singh says:
<Tac Ens Joy Senezem>  :: without a word, simply nods her head and moves on to the next room::
Host CIV_LtCmdr_Raeyld says:
*CAG*: Raeyld to Flight deck: Please prepare a shuttlecraft for Doctors Stevens and Simmons. Once they're aboard, we'll clear the flight deck and maintain the shuttle in a tractor beam.
Host SM_James says:
=/\= END MISSION =/\=
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